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The ultimate adventure experience - SW-MOTECH has equipped the new Tiger
generation with accessories
After ten successful years, Triumph has decided to completely revise the legendary Tiger 800 family. The
result is quite impressive: the new Tiger sisters are more powerful, more lightweight and modern. There is a
total of five models: the Tiger 900 being the basic version, the GT is aimed for street driving and the Rally is
the offroad-savy equivalent. There is also a Pro version for the GT and Rally with extensive standard
equipment.
The British have created an impressive showcase; the new Tiger series offers everything you need in the
mid-range enduro segment. And SW-MOTECH follows suit and makes these Tigers truly attractive in terms
of luggage, safety and protection. For both Tiger 900 variants, GT Pro and Rally Pro, a harmonious
accessory package has been put together, whether for the road or tough off-road trips.
The new Tiger 900 generation is on the move - SW-MOTECH provides the luggage solutions
In line with the sleek look of the Tiger 900, our practical PRO and EVO-series tank bags can be mounted
onto the corresponding tank ring. Micro, Daypack, City and GS models are available for all Tiger models;
they all offer clever storage for quick luggage access.
The removable PRO side carriers give Tiger tamers a lot of creative leeway when choosing their luggage
system. With the sturdy and waterproof TRAX ADV aluminum case system, you're well equipped for the long
journey ahead, including tough off-road use. Alternatively, you can install versatile SysBags, available in two
sizes and made of durable ballistic nylon.
The Adventure Rack also fits on the tail of the new 900 Tiger and offers a large contact surface for additional
luggage. With the URBAN top case system, GT and GT Pro drivers in particular are ready for the road:
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plenty of space, lightweight and featuring a sporty design. Tail bags from the EVO serie offer countless
storage options and also go well with the Tiger's sleek style.
Engine guards, crash bars and centerstands - the Tiger 900 family can ride safe
SW-MOTECH also offers premium safety and protection accessories for the new Tiger 900. The specially
designed 4 millimetre strong aluminum engine guard offers solid protection against flying rocks and
unwanted ground contact. When mounting onto the Rally version, the factory-installed crash bar must be
replaced with the specially developed SW-MOTECH crash bar. The sturdy steel construction reliably protects
the Tiger 900 family from major damage in the event of a fall. Slider sets for the frame for both the front and
rear axles are also available.
The SW-MOTECH designers have developed custom-made centerstands for both the GT and Rally version.
Together with the extension for side stand foot, the new Tiger models stand firmly, even on loose ground
during breaks.
Other accessories such as handlebar risers, EVO fog lights and high beams, mirror extensions, heel guards
and chain guards complete the accessory package.
All major SW-MOTECH products for the new Tiger 900 generation will be available in stores starting in early
August.

The company: SW-MOTECH is among the global leaders of motorcycle accessories. The company was
founded in 1999 and now employs more than 300 people. The headquarter of SW-MOTECH is located in
Rauschenberg, Germany. The company also has a further production facility in Brno in the Czech Republic
and branches in France, Spain and the USA. Export partners in more than 70 countries distribute the
accessory products from Germany.
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A selection of accessories for the Triumph Tiger 900 series
BC.TRS.00.108.30000
BC.TRS.00.110.30000

PRO Daypack tank
bag
PRO Micro tank bag

TRT.00.787.16100/B

PRO tank ring

For PRO tank ring, QUICK-LOCK. 1680D Ballistic Nylon.
Black/grey. 5. 00-8. 00 l.
For PRO tank ring, QUICK-LOCK. 1680D Ballistic Nylon.
Black/grey. 3. 00-5. 00 l.
For PRO tank bags. QUICK-LOCK. Black.

BC.SYS.11.953.20000/B SysBag 30/30 bag
system
KFT.11.953.70000/B
TRAX ION aluminum
case system
KFT.11.953.30000/B
PRO side carrier

Incl. PRO Side carrier. Adapter plates. Adapter kit. 2x
30,00 l. Black/anthracite.
45,00 l on the left / 37,00 l on the right. Incl. PRO Side
carrier. Accessories. Black.
QUICK-LOCK. Removable. Without adapter. Steel. Black.

GPT.11.953.60000/B
GPT.11.953.19000/B

URBAN ABS top
case system
ADVENTURE-RACK

Incl. ADVENTURE-RACK Rack. DHV system. ABS plastic.
Black. 16,00-29,00 l.
Without adapter. Aluminum. Black.

SBL.11.953.10000/B

Crash bar

Steel. Black.

STP.11.176.10101/B

PA6 Ertalon. Black.

MSS.11.953.10000/B

Slider set for rear
axle
Slider set for front
axle
Engine guard

KTS.11.953.10000/B

Chain guard

Aluminum. Black.

HPS.11.953.10000/B

Centerstand

Steel. Black.

STS.11.953.10000

Black/silver. Aluminum/Stainless steel.

SCT.11.953.10000/S

Extension for side
stand foot
Heel guard right

SCT.11.953.10100/S

Heel guard left

Aluminum. Silver.

GPS.11.646.10202/B

GPS mount for
handlebar
Gear lever

Bike-specific. QUICK-LOCK. Removable. Shockabsorbent. Black.
Aluminum. Black/silver. Stepless adjustment.

STP.11.176.10201/B

FSC.11.953.10000

PA6 Ertalon. Black.
Silver/black. Aluminum.

Aluminum. Silver.

Specifically engineered for Tiger 900 Rally/Pro:
HPS.11.962.10000/B

Centerstand

Steel. Black.

STS.11.962.10000

Extension for side
stand foot

Black/silver. Aluminum/Stainless steel.
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